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An analytical model for deep bed filtration of suspension in porous media and 
straining under size exclusion capture mechanism is developed and validated by 
laboratory tests on suspension flow in engineered media. The fraction of swept 
particles is introduced in the inlet boundary condition. The model is successfully 
matched with the results from column experiments, predicting the suspended par-
ticle concentrations at the outlet. 
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Introduction  

Colloidal transport is a complex and industrially important process, attracting a great 

deal of interest for years [1-7]. Flow of colloidal suspensions in natural rocks occurs in many 

industrial applications ranging from particle filtration to fines migration in oil and gas reser-

voirs [1]. Through reliable modeling of suspension flow and consequent particle retention in 

rocks, it is possible to reduce the formation damage in oil and gas wells, to design and plan 

different oil recovery technologies where the colloidal particles are used to increase sweep ef-

ficiency during waterflooding. 

Suspended particles can be captured in porous media by electrostatic attraction, sorp-

tion, bridging, diffusion, gravitational segregation, etc. [3]. In the current work, only the size ex-

clusion (straining) capture, where a particle is retained by a smaller pore only, is considered.  

The large scale deep bed filtration is described by governing equations of mass bal-

ance and capture kinetics for two unknowns – suspended and retained concentrations. These 

equations can be obtained by exact averaging of mono-size suspension transport in stochastic 

porous media [8]. 

Despite the importance of size exclusion population balance in many industrial ap-

plications, the validation of population balance models with particle straining, to the best of 

our knowledge, is not available in the literature. In the present work, we provide new experi-

mental results from the laboratory study on colloidal transport in engineered porous media, 

aiming at the validation of the population balance model. The new modification of the size 

exclusion suspension transport accounting for the pore accessibility and flow fraction in the 

capture kinetics term, in the inlet and outlet conditions of particle mass balance, is discussed. 
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Good agreement between the experimental results and model prediction validates the mathe-

matical model. 

Stochastic micro model for particle size exclusion 

Net repulsion condition between particles and rock matrix indicates that the size ex-

clusion is the only particle capture mechanism. The pore space geometry is represented by the 

bundle of parallel capillary intercalated by the mixing chambers. Derivations of the equations 

for suspension transport in porous media can be found in [8, 9]. The particle population bal-

ance equation is written as: 

 ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) 0a s s s s a sH r C r x t Σ r x t U C r x t f H r
t x

 (1) 

where the accessible porosity a and accessible flow fraction fa are functional of pore concen-

tration distribution H and particle size rs, C and Σ – concentration distributions for suspended 

and retained particles, respectively. The total flux U is independent of the coordinate x due to 

the incompressibility of particulate suspension. The particle capture rate is proportional to the 

advective particle flux: 
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where fns is the flux fraction via smaller pores. The plugging rate of the pores is derived under 

the assumption that one particle plugs one pore:  
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Introduction of inaccessible porosity and accessible fractional flow is analogous to 

two-phase flow in porous media [10, 11], inaccessible large pores corresponding to ganglia of 

non-wetting phase [12]. Equations (1)-(3) are similar to the system of two-phase multicompo-

nent flow in porous media [1, 10].  

The initial conditions t = 0: C (rs, x, t) = 0, H (rp, x, t) = H0 (rp), are applied to the 

clean bed without suspension where H0(rp) is the initial pore size distribution of the medium. 

The suspension flux with the injected concentration entering larger pores is equal to that being 

transported through accessible pore space, which results in the following boundary condition 

at the inlet: 

 
00 : ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ,0, ) ( , )s a s nl s s a sx C r t f H r f H r U C r t f H r U  (4) 

Let us formulate boundary conditions at the core inlet. The particles approaching 

smaller pores can be either swept by the tangent flux component parallel to the core edge and 

finally enter the larger pores, or stay captured in deep larger throats of the thin pores. The par-

ticles approaching smaller pores are more likely to be redirected into larger pores for the clean 

cut inlet core surface. In the case of rough inlet surface, the particles approaching smaller 

pores are more likely to remain in the deep entrances into small pores. If α is the fraction of 

swept particles, C
0
(rs, t)[1 – fns (H, rs) + α fns (H, rs)]U is the carrier water flux carrying par-
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ticles into larger pores. The entering particles are transported via porous medium by the ac-

cessible flux faU. The continuity of the particle flux at the outlet yields the following boun-

dary condition: x = 0: C
0
(rs, t)[1 – fns (H, rs) + α fns(H, rs) ]U = C(rs,0, t) fa (H, rs)U. Further in 

the text, the case α = 0 is assumed, i. e. the suspension flux with the injected concentration en-

tering larger pores is equal to that being transported through accessible pore space, which re-

sults in the boundary condition at the inlet (4). On the other side, the particle suspension at the 

outlet is diluted in the overall water flux after passing the core outlet, corresponding to the 

pre-outlet condition: 

 : ( , , ) ( ) ( , )L
s a s sx L C r L t f r U C r t U  (5) 

Particularly, for the case of low retention filtration, time variation of the pore size 

distribution during the straining can be ignored. The steady state suspension concentration 

profile is obtained: 
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Laboratory study on suspension transport  

through engineered porous media 

The glass beads are sieved using stainless steel sieves, before being packed in column 

at wet conditions with a theoretical porosity of 39.6%. Colloidal suspension is then delivered 

through packed column at constant rate by dual-pump/syringe system. Concentrations of in-

jected and collected suspensions C
0
(rsi) and C

L
(rsi) are measured by the particle counter (fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1. Schematic for laboratory set-up on size exclusion suspension transport in porous media 

During the experiment, C
0
(rsi) and C

L
(rsi), are measured for each test (here, i = 1, 2, 

..., n). The “n” tests result in the system of “n” transcendental equations for three unknowns – 

mean pore radius <rp>, standard deviation σ0 and dimensionless inter-chamber distance l. The 

least squares method is applied to minimize the total quadratic deviation between the experi-

mental data and those predicted by the analytical model (6): 
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For a porous medium PM1 with glass beads size range of 20~31.5 m, the opti-

mized mean pore size <rp> = 3.58 m, the standard deviation σ0 = 1.82 m, and the inter-
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chamber distance l = 0.55 mm. For a porous medium PM2 with glass beads size ranging from 

31.5 to 45 m, <rp> = 5.11 m, σ0 = 2.42 m, and l = 0.15 mm. The results of data treatment 

are shown in fig. 2. The six star points from laboratory test data for PM1, fig. 2(a) and five 

test data points for PM2, fig. 2(b) match well with the curve predicted by the model (6). The 

dashed curves in figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are from the classical model [6], which does not account 

for the concentration increase at the inlet (4), dilution effect at the outlet (5) and accessible 

flux in the capture rate expression (2). The deviation between the two models can be expected 

for intermediate sized particles.  

 
Figure 2. Normalized breakthrough concentrations vs. jamming ratio 

Conclusions 

A stochastic micro model is presented to describe suspension transport under size 

exclusion particle capture mechanism. The model accounts for the increase of particle concen-

tration at the inlet due to the injected flux entrance only into accessible fraction of large pores, 

for the decrease of particle concentration at the outlet due to dissolution of the particle sus-

pension carried by the accessible water flux in the overall water flux outside the porous me-

dia, and for the retention rate proportional to the accessible suspension flux. The fraction of 

swept particles introduced in the inlet boundary condition accounts for the redirection of par-

ticles into larger pores. The data from two laboratory tests have been successfully matched by 

the proposed model. 
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